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ABSTRACT
We ompare two possible senarios for the produing of high level of polarization
within the prompt emission of a GRB: synhrotron emission from a relativisti jet with
a uniform (in spae and time) magneti eld and synhrotron emission from a jet with
a random magneti eld in the plane of the shok. Somewhat surprisingly we nd that
both senarios an produe a omparable level of polarization (∼ 45 − 50% for the
uniform eld and ∼ 30− 35% for a random eld). Uniform time independent eld most
naturally arises by expansion of the eld from the ompat objet. It requires a 1012G
eld at the soure and a transport of the eld as ∝ R−1. It does not imply Poynting ux
domination of the energy of the wind. There is a serious diulty however, within this
senario, aounting for partile aeleration (whih requires random magneti elds)
both for Poynting ux and non-Poynting ux domination. Signiant polarization an
also arise from a random eld provided that the observer is loated within 1/Γ orientation
from a narrow (θj ∼ 1/Γ) jet. While most jets are wider, the jet of GRB 021206
from whih strong polarization was reently observed, was most likely very narrow.
GRB 021206 is among the strongest bursts ever. Adopting the energy-angle relation
we nd an estimated angle of < 1/40rad or even smaller. Thus, for this partiular
burst the required geometry is not unusual. We onlude that the RHESSI observations
suggest that the prompt emission results from synhrotron radiation. However, in view
of the omparable levels of polarizations predited by both the random eld and the
homogeneous eld senarios these observations are insuient to rule out or onrm
either one.
1. Introdution
It is widely aepted that γ-ray bursts are produed by the dissipation of energy in a highly
relativisti wind, driven by gravitational ollapse of a (few) solar mass objet into a neutron star
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or a blak hole (see e.g. (Piran 2000; Mészáros 2002) for reviews). As the observed radiation is
produed at a large distane from the ollapsing objet, key questions remain unanswered. The
nature of the ollapsing objet ("inner engine") remains unknown, and the mehanisms responsible
for onversion of gravitational energy into a relativisti wind, as well as for gamma-ray prodution,
are not well understood.
The reent detetion of very high linear polarization during the prompt γ-ray emission of GRB
021206 (Coburn & Boggs 2003; hereafter CB03) has important impliations related to these open
questions (Waxman 2003; Lyutikov et al. 2003, hereafter LPB03; Granot 2003, hereafter G03,).
First, it strongly suggests that synhrotron emission is the basi mehanism operating in GRBs
(see however, Eihler and Levinson, 2003, who suggest that a large polarization an arise from
Compton sattering of the observed radiation by old eletrons within a very spei geometrial
onstrution.). Seond, based on the observed very high degree of polarization Π = (80 ± 20)%,
several reent papers laim that a oherent magneti eld is a must (CB03; LPB03), or at least
is strongly favored over a random magneti eld (G03). The latter onlusion has also led to
laims that the high polarization level measured implies that the magneti eld must be adveted
from the inner engine" (LPB03), and that onsequently the relativisti ow must be Poynting ux
dominated. On the other hand, it was suggested (Waxman 2003) that the high degree of polarization
may also arise for a random magneti eld, in ase that the GRB outow is a narrow jet, of opening
angle θj ∼ 1/Γ where Γ is the jet Lorentz fator, provided the jet axis is at an angle ∼ 1/Γ with
respet to the line of sight (Gruzinov 2001).
The main goal of this paper is to ritially disuss the impliations to GRB models of the
observed high degree of polarization. In  2 we disuss the observations and the onstraints they
impose on the degree of γ-ray polarization. In  3 we present alulations of polarization from
jets with a uniform magneti eld ( 3.1), and with a random magneti eld( 3.2). We present
more omprehensive alulation than those of LPB03 and G03, taking into aount time dependene,
realisti (no-sharp-edge) jet struture, and using the spei eletrons' distribution whih is relevant
to the observation of RHESSI. We nd that the observed polarization may be explained assuming
either a uniform or a random magneti eld onguration. The onstraints imposed on the model
in eah ase are, however, dierent. We disuss the impliations under the hypothesis of a uniform
eld, in partiular the issue of whether a uniform eld neessarily favors magnetially dominated
out ow, in  4. Impliations under the hypothesis of a random eld, in partiular the issue of
whether the required ∼ 1/Γ oset between the jet axis and the line-of-sight is likely or not, are
disussed in  5. Our onlusions are summarized in  6.
2. Disussion of the observations
The data analysis of CB03 is based on 12 data points whih are olleted over 5se. Eah of
these points is a sum of several independent observations taken at dierent times. Thus the data
is some kind of onvolution of the polarization over the whole duration of the burst and should be
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onsidered as a time averaged data.
CB03 test two hypothesis with this data. First they test the null hypothesis of no polarization.
This hypothesis is rejeted at a ondene level of 5.7σ. It is lear that the emission is strongly
polarized. Seond they estimate the modulation fator assuming a onstant polarization diretion
and angle during the whole burst. The best t to the data is ahieved with Π = (80 ± 20)%.
However, CB03 nd that the probability that χ2 is greater than the value obtained with this t is
5%.
In heking the seond hypothesis, CB03 assumed a time independent polarization as well
as a time independent photon spetrum (given by the photon spetrum averaged over the GRB
duration). The deteted polarization signal arises from a orrelation between the time dependene
of sattered photon ux and the angular orientation of the satellite, whih varies on a time sale
similar to the burst duration (the satellite rotation period is omparable to burst duration). Sine
both the photon spetrum and the polarization are likely to vary over this time sale, it is not lear
what the lower limit implied by the observation on the polarization level is. A robust estimate of this
limit will require a omparison of the observed signal with that obtained under various assumptions
regarding the time dependene of the spetrum and of the polarization.
Our interpretation of the available analysis of the observations is that the time integrated
polarization of the prompt γ-ray emission is of the order of tens of perents, and that the polarization
angle does not vary signiantly during the whole burst.
3. Synhrotron Polarization from Relativisti Moving Jets
The level of polarization produed by an ordered magneti eld that is in the plane of the
shok was alulated by LPB03 and Granot & Konigel (2003), while G03 alulates the polarization
both from random and from ordered magneti elds (see also Sari (1999) and Ghisellini & Lazzati,
(1999)) . Below we repeat these alulations with some minor hanges that are relevant for the
interpretation of RHESSI's observation. We also add a time dependent alulation that shows the
variation of the polarization with time. The energy range in whih the polarization is measured
is 0.15-2Mev. We expet that this arises from a fast ooling synhrotron emission and it is above
both the synhrotron and the ooling frequenies. The spetral index (Fν ∝ ν
−α
) in this power law
segment is α ≈ 1, while the dependene of the intensity on the magneti eld in the uid omoving
frame is I ′ν′ ∝ B
ε
, with ε = (p − 2)/2 ≈ 0 and p ≈ 2 − 2.5 the power index of the eletron's
energy distribution. The loal emitted polarization of a synhrotron emission at this power law
segment is Πsynch = (p+2)/(p+10/3) ≈ 75% (G03). Averaging over the emitting area redues the
polarization and in the following disussion we will estimate the resulting polarization due to this
averaging relative to Πsynch. Namely, unless otherwise speied the results should be multiplied by
this fator.
We onsider two ases: ordered (homogeneous) magneti eld and a random magneti eld. In
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both ases the magneti elds are in the plane of the shok.
3.1. Homogeneous Magneti Field
Consider a top-hat jet with an opening angle θj propagating at Lorentz fator Γ observed
from θobs ≪ θj
4
with a onstant magneti eld in the plane perpendiular to the motion. The
observed stokes parameters are weighted averages of the loal stokes parameters at dierent regions
of the shell. The instantaneous polarization is alulated using the instantaneous observed ux
Fν(y, T ) ∝ (1 + y)
−(3+α)
as the weights, where y ≡ (Γθ)2 and T is the observer time. The time
integrated polarization is alulated using the uenes as weights:
∫
∞
0 Fν(y, T )dT ∝ (1 + y)
−(2+α)
.
For ε = 0 the time integrated stokes parameters (note that V = 0 as the polarization is linear)
and polarization are given by:{
Q
U
}
I
= Πsynch
∫ 2pi
0
∫
∞
0 (1 + y)
−(2+α)
{
cos(2θp)
sin(2θp)
}
dydφ∫ 2pi
0
∫
∞
0 (1 + y)
−(2+α)dydφ
, (1)
and
Π =
√
U2 +Q2
I
, (2)
where θp = φ + arctan(
1−y
1+y cot φ) (Granot & Konigel 2003). This result is similar to the result of
LPB03 apart for the fat that LPB03 alulate the polarization for a slow ooling emission with
νm < ν < νc, (with dierent values of α and ǫ) whih is not the relevant ase for the prompt
γ-ray emission that was observed by RHESSI. For α = 1 Eqs. 1-2 yield a polarization level of
Π/Πsynch ≈ 60%. I.e. 60% of the maximal synhrotron polarization, or an overall polarization of
∼ 45% (taking the exat values of α and ǫ for p = 2.5 results in an overall polarization of ∼ 50%).
The time dependent polarization depends on the the temporal properties of the emitting area.
We onsider the simplest ase of a thin shell radiating at a onstant luminosity between R1 and
R2. The rst photon arrives to the observer at T1 = R1/(2cΓ
2). At this time the observer sees only
photons from the enter (y = 0), thus the initial polarization is 100%. Later the observer reeives
photons both from the enter and from higher angles and the polarization drops to an asymptoti
value whih is reahed when photons from the whole shell reah the observer simultaneously. Finally,
during the deay of the observed pulse the observer reeives only photons from y > 0 and the
polarization level drops. More preisely at time T the observer reeive photons from ymin < y <
ymax where:
ymin(T˜ ) = max(0, T˜ /T˜2 − 1)
ymax(T˜ ) = T˜ − 1
, (3)
4
Through the paper we work in spherial o-ordinates with the origin at the soure of the explosion. θ is the angle
with respet to the line between the observer and the origin, and φ is the azimuthal angel.
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where T˜ = T/T1 and T˜2 = R2/R1. Now the polarization at T˜ is given by:{
Q
U
}
I
(T˜ ) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ymax
ymin
(1 + y)−(3+α)
{
cos(2θp)
sin(2θp)
}
dydφ∫ 2pi
0
∫ ymax
ymin
(1 + y)−(3+α)dydφ
Πsynch. (4)
Figure 1 depits the time dependent polarization from a shell emitting between R1 and R2.
When (R2 −R1)/R1 ≪ 1 (the radial time ,(R2 −R1)/2cΓ
2
, is muh shorter than the angular time
(R1/(2cΓ
2)), left panel, the polarization level drops from 100% to a few perent within one angular
time. When the radial time is muh larger than the angular time , right panel, the polarization
level drops from 100% to an asymptoti value until the peak of the pulse. As the pulse begins to
deay the polarization drops to a few perent within one angular time of R2.
3.2. Polarization from a Random Magneti Field
Waxman (2003) has suggested that a high polarization level an be obtained when a narrow
jet that is observed from the edge even if the magneti eld is random. We onsider here a random
magneti eld that remains planner in the plane of the shok. For a three dimensional random
magneti eld the polarization essentially vanishes. For ǫ = (p − 2)/2 ≈ 0 the degree of observed
polarization of the emission emitted from a small region at angle y is: Π(y)/Πsynch = min(y, 1/y).
The overall time integrated stokes parameters are:{
Q
U
}
I
= Πsynch
∫ 2pi
0
∫
∞
0 P
′
ν′,m(1 + y)
−(2+α) min(y, 1/y)
{
cos(2φ)
sin(2φ)
}
dydφ∫ 2pi
0
∫
∞
0 P
′
ν′,m(1 + y)
−(2+α)dydφ
, (5)
where P ′ν′,m = P
′
ν′,m(y, φ) is the emitted power at the synhrotron frequeny in the uid rest frame.
For a top-hat jet with sharp edges P ′ν′,m is onstant for any y and φ within the jet and zero otherwise.
For a strutured jet P ′ν′,m depends on the angle from the jet axis.
The maximal polarization is observed when we see the edge of the jet. The probability to see
the edge of a top-hat jet with sharp edges and an opening angle θjΓ≫ 1 is negligible. On the other
hand a jet with θjΓ ≪ 1 is not expeted. Thus the only physial ases in whih we an expet a
large polarization are 1 . θjΓ < a few .
Figure 2 depits the time integrated polarization and the eieny from sharp edged jets with
dierent opening angles as a funtion of the the angle between the jet axis and the line of sight, θobs.
The eieny, eff is dened to be the ratio between the observed uene at θobs and the maximal
possible observed uene at θobs = 0. In all these ases the polarization is peaked above 40%,
however the eieny derease sharply as the polarization inrease. Thus the probability to see
high polarization grows when θj derease. The probability that θobs is suh that the polarization is
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Fig. 1. The instantaneous polarization (thik line) and normalized ux (thin line) from a thin shell
propagating at a Lorentz fator Γ and radiating onstantly between the radii R1 and R2 under the
hypothesis of uniform and onstant magneti eld. The x axis is the observer time T in units of the
angular time at R1: T1 = R1/(2cΓ
2). In the left panel R2 = 1.01R1, in the right panel R2 = 10R1
and we an see the gradual inrease in ux and the orresponding derease in the polarization that
reahes an asymptoti value when the whole shell is observed.
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Fig. 2. The time integrated polarization (solid line) and the eieny (dashed line) as a funtion
of θobsΓ for four dierent values of θj for a random magneti eld.
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larger than 30% (·Πsynch) while eff > 0.1 is 0.68, 0.41, 0.2 & 0.08 for θjΓ = 0.5, 1, 2, 4 respetively.
In reality this probability will be smaller, as the hane to observe a burst inreases with its observed
ux.
Figure 3a depit the polarization produed by a jet with exponential wings. The emitted power
of the jet as a funtion of the angle with respet to the jet axis, ψ is:
P ′ν′,m =
{
P ′ν′,m(ψ = 0) ψΓ < 1
P ′ν′,m(ψ = 0) exp[(ψΓ− 1)/∆] ψΓ > 1
, (6)
where ∆ is the harateristi angle (in units of 1/Γ) over whih the emission deays. Aording
to Fig.3a it is lear that in order to obtain high polarization the wings of the jet must be sharp
(∆ < 0.25). An alternative possible wing is a power law wing:
P ′ν′,m =
{
P ′ν′,m(ψ = 0) ψ < ψc
P ′ν′,m(ψ = 0) (ψ/ψc)
−δ ψ > ψc
(7)
The ase of δ = 2 is espeially interesting as it is the jet struture of the universal standard jet
(Rossi et al. 2002)
5
. Due to similar onsiderations as above ψcΓ & 1. Figure 3b shows that ψcΓ = 1
an not produe a large polarization.
Similarly to the ordered magneti eld ase, the time dependent polarization depends on the
the temporal properties of the emitting area. Again we onsider the simplest ase of a thin shell
whih radiates at onstant luminosity between R1 and R2. The alulation is also similar to the
ase of ordered magneti eld:
{
Q
U
}
I
(T˜ ) = Πsynch
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ymax
ymin
P ′ν′,m(1 + y)
−(3+α) min(y, 1/y)
{
cos(2φ)
sin(2φ)
}
dydφ∫ 2pi
0
∫ ymax
ymin
P ′ν′,m(1 + y)
−(3+α)dydφ
, (8)
where ymin,max are dened in Eq. 3. Figure 4 depits the time dependent polarization for a top-hat
jet with θjΓ = 1, observed from θobsΓ = 1.8. When the radial time is muh shorter than the angular
time, left panel, the polarization level follows the ux of the pulse and at its peak it an reah more
then 80% (·Πsynch). When the radial time is muh larger than the angular time , right panel, the
polarization level rises at rst and than it drops to an asymptoti level till the peak of the pulse.
As the pulse starts to deay, the polarization resumes its deay as well.
So far we have assumed that the Lorentz fator, Γ does not vary during the burst. Large
variation in the Lorentz fator will indue variation in the averaging regions and will redue the
5
Note that in the universal standard jet this is the prole of the energy and not of the emitted power. However if
the radiated eieny is onstant both proles are similar.
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Fig. 3. The time integrated polarization of a jet with exponantial wings (left panel, a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Eq. 6) and power-law wings (right panel, aording to Eq. 7), as a funtion of θobs. The size of the
ore of the jet (over whi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Fig. 4. The instantaneous polarization (thik line) and normalized ux (thin line) from a thin
shell whih propagates at a Lorentz fator Γ and radiates onstantly between the radii R1 and R2
under the hypothesis of random magneti eld in the plane of the shok. The x axis is the observer
time T in units of the angular time at R1: T1 = R1/(2cΓ
2). In the left panel R2 = 1.1R1, in the
right panel R2 = 4R1.
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observed polarization by a fator of a few (G03), making it too low. However, if the modulated
wind is a onstant energy ow (whih is favored due to other reasons (Nakar & Piran 2002)) then
the spread of the Lorentz fator of the emitting regions is small, and no signiant redution in the
level of polarization is expeted. Furthermore, even if there are variations in the Lorentz fator we
would expet that the variations in the ux weighted Loretnz fator will be rather small.
4. Impliations for a uniform magneti eld
We disuss in this setion the impliations of the high level of polarization, under the hypothesis
of a uniform magneti eld onguration. We rst show ( 4.1) that "uniformity" means "uniform
eld over a ausally onneted region" of the outow, and then disuss the impliations ( 4.2, 4.3).
4.1. Coherene sale and ausal onnetion
A distant observer reeives radiation from a onial setion of the outow, of opening angle
∼ 1/Γ where Γ is the Lorentz fator of the out owing plasma. The transverse size of the observed
region is therefore ∼ R/Γ, where R is the radius at whih radiation is produed. This length sale
is omparable to the size of a ausally onneted region within the ow, as demonstrated by the
following simple argument.
Consider a signal emitted at radius R0 and propagating at a speed βsc, where c is the speed
of light, in the plasma rest frame. By the time the plasma expands to radius 2R0, the time that
elapsed in the plasma frame is R0/Γc, and hene the distane travelled by the signal is βsR0/Γ,
i.e. the transversal size over whih the signal has been "ommuniated" is βsR0/Γ. Sine this
transverse size is linear in R0 for doubling of R, it follows that distane travelled by the signal grows
logarithmially with R, and is of order βs[R/Γ] log(R/R0). This result is independent of the nature
of the ow, and holds regardless of whether the energy density in the outow is arried mainly by
magneti eld or partiles. It is simply a results of ausality. Note that LPB03 base their ritiism
of the hydrodynami senario on a dierent alulation of the size of the ausally onneted regions.
They onsider signals that propagate at a onstant speed in the observer frame (and ignore the fat
that a hydorodynami wave is dragged along the ow) and obtain a dierent result. Our result
implies that under the "uniform eld" senario, the eld is required to be uniform over ausally
onneted regions both in hydrodynami ows and in Poynting ux dominated ows.
4.2. Transport from the soure
There are two qualitatively dierent senarios for the prodution of the strong magneti eld
implied to exist in the synhrotron emitting region. The eld may be produed near the ompat
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objet driving the wind (as originally suggested by (Usov 94)), and then arried by the wind to
large radii where radiation is emitted. Alternatively, it may be produed (or strongly amplied)
in the radiation emitting region itself. The ommon mehanism assumed to be responsible for the
latter senario is magneti eld ampliation by plasma instabilities in ollisionless shoks. The
magneti eld produed by the latter proess is naturally reated on small (skin-depth) sales (e.g.
(Gruzinov & Waxman 1999; Medvedev & Loeb 1999)), and there is no well understood proess that
inreases the eld oherene sale to a size omparable to the that of a ausally onneted region
within the outow. Nevertheless, afterglow observations strongly suggest that the eld is reated
by the ollisionless shoks, and that its oherene length does grow to the size of ausally onneted
regions (Gruzinov & Waxman 1999). However, if the eld is produed by this proess, we would
expet its diretion to vary with time on a time sale similar to that of the time sale for γ-ray
ux variations. In this ase the resulting time integrated polarization would be similar to the one
produed by a random eld for a variable burst as GRB 021206. In order to obtain the large time
averaged polarization observed by CB03, under the hypothesis of uniform eld, the eld must be
oherent over ausally onneted regions and time independent.
The most natural assumption that would lead to a oherent time independent eld is that the
eld is produed by the ompat objet, and then arried by the wind to large distanes. LPB
have shown that in the ase where the wind is ylindrially symmetri and dominated by Poynting
ux, assuming that the inertia of the plasma is negligible ("fore free" approximation), the eld is
dominated at large distanes by a oherent toroidal omponent, Bφ. In this ase, large polarization
will arise if the expanding plasma is observed at an angle > 1/Γ with respet to the symmetry axis.
Note that this torodial geometry will keep the diretion of the magneti eld onstant in time, as
required under the uniform eld hypothesis, even if the wind is not steady.
However, oherent toroidal eld may also be obtained in the ase where the energy density is
not dominated by Poynting ux. In the ase where the wind energy density is dominated by the
plasma partiles, and where the ondutivity is high so that the eletri eld in the plasma rest
frame (
~E′ = ~E + c−1~v × ~B) is vanishingly small (the MHD approximation), Maxwell's eqs. give,
for a steady wind, ∇ × (~v × ~B) = 0, whih imply Bφ ∝ R
−1
for uniform radial veloity. Thus,
in this ase too a oherent toroidal eld dominates at large radii, with energy ux that is radius
independent. In order to aount for the observed γ-ray emission it is suient that the magneti
eld arries < 1% of the wind luminosity.
4.3. Partile aeleration
Regardless of whether or not the wind energy density is dominated by Poynting ux, the
observed γ-rays are produed by the dissipation of wind energy, whih onverts either magneti eld
energy or plasma kineti energy to high energy partiles (eletrons), whih then radiate away the
dissipated energy. In the kineti energy dissipation senario, partiles are assumed to be aelerated
in ollisionless shoks. In this ase, non uniform eld omponents must be produed in the shoks,
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sine partiles of a wide range of energies and Larmor radii must be eiently sattered aross the
shok. It may therefore appear that partile aeleration and uniform magneti eld are mutually
exlusive.
A similar problem arises also in the ase of a Poynting ux dominated ow. LPB do not
present a model for the dissipation of magneti eld energy and partile aeleration. However, it
appears to be unlikely that suh dissipation, whih onverts a signiant fration of eld energy to
partile energy, may arise without exiting waves of a wide range of wavelengths and wave vetor
orientations resulting in a large fration of the energy density onverted to a random eld ompo-
nent. (Smolsky & Usov 2000) propose a spei mehanism for magneti eld energy dissipation.
However, sine their alulations are one dimensional, it is diult to draw onlusions regarding
the resulting polarization.
A possible solution to this apparent ontradition between uniform eld and partile aeler-
ation is that a non negligible fration of the magneti eld remains oherent (and responsible for
the polarization) while a random omponent with non negligible fration of the energy density is
produed via dissipation and is responsible for partile aeleration. However, in this onguration
the radiation from the random omponent of the magneti eld would redue the polarization level.
A seond solution may be a separation of the aeleration region and the emission regions. However,
no detailed physial solution of this type has been presented so far.
5. Impliations for a random magneti eld
An o-axis observation an produe, in the ase of a random magneti eld onguration,
up to 60% (·Πsynch) time integrated polarization (although a value of 30%(·Πsynch) is muh more
probable) and an instantaneous polarization whih an peak around 80% (see  3.2). These results
are quite similar to the polarization level that is produed by a uniform time independent magneti
eld. While the main diulty in the uniform time independent eld senario is the prodution
of the eld ( 4.2) and the partile aeleration ( 4.3) within suh a eld, the physial onditions
whih may produe a random magneti eld are muh more relaxed. However, the main drawbak
of the random magneti eld senario is that not all the observers see the same level of polarization.
In other words, a high degree of polarization during the prompt emission is possible only if θobs ≈
θj ≈ 1/Γ ≈ 0.01rad. Suh orientation may appear unlikely. However, we argue below that this is
not neessarily the ase in GRB 021206.
The opening angle of GRB 021206 an be estimated using the onstant total energy of GRBs
(Frail et al. 2001; Panaitesu & Kumar 2001). The observed uene of GRB 021206 was 1.6 ·
10−4ergs/cm2 at the energy range of 25-100Kev (Hurley et al. 2002). This puts GRB 021206 as
one of the most powerfull bursts, and the most powerful one (a fator of 2-3 above GRB990123)
after orreting for the fat that it was observed only in a narrow band (ompared to the wide
BATSE band of 20-2000keV). We orret for this fator using the data for GRB 020813 that was
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also observed by the IPN at the same waveband. This burst that was at z=1.25 had an average
total (beaming orreted) energy of 1.2 · 1051ergs (whih is the typial energy of GRBs), a uene
lower by a fator of four (ompared to GRB 021206) and had an opening angle of 3o (see Tables
1 and 2 of Bloom et al. (2003)). Assuming, onservatively, that the redshift of GRB 021206 is
omparable we nd θj ≈ 1.5
o ≈ 1/40rad, putting GRB 021206 as the narrowest jet seen so far (a
fator of 2 below the narrowest jets found by Bloom et al. (2003)). Note that the orretion for
varying the redshift in the range 1-2 is small.
This simple estimate of the opening angle yields θj whih is a fator 2-3 from the typial
(inverse) Lorentz fators seen in GRBs. We an rene the estimate. As we have shown above
( 3.2) in order to obtain high polarization the jet must be seen from the edge. This implies that
we deteted only a fration eff of the full ux of the burst. With eff ≈ 0.1 this will introdue
an additional orretion of ∼ 1/3 to the opening angle, putting the overall angle around 1/120rad.
Thus, we nd that the ondition θj ≈ 1/Γ is very reasonable for this partiular burst. We also nd
that as GRB 021206 is learly atypial, as seen from its remarkably high uene, one does not have
to worry too muh about the issue of whether the observation of the jet from the edge is generi or
not.
6. Conlusions
The reent detetion of very high linear polarization during the prompt γ-ray emission of GRB
021206 (CB03) suggests strongly that the γ-rays are produed by synhrotron emission of relativisti
partiles in strong magneti eld. The intrinsi linear polarization of suh emission an reah 75%
(depending weakly on the details of the eletron's energy distribution) and it is perpendiular to
the magneti eld and to the photon's momentum. In GRBs the emission arises from a relativisti
jet and the observed polarization should be averaged over the emitting region taking into aount
relativisti eets that rotate the propagation vetor and limit the observing angle to a region of
a size Γ−1. This averaging essentially redues the polarization from its loal maximal value. The
relativisti rotation of the polarization vetor leads to a derease in the overall polarization even in
ases that the whole emitting region is emitting loally fully polarized radiation.
We have alulated the polarization level of synhrotron radiation from relativisti jets with
either onstant (uniform in spae and time independent) or random (but in the plane perpendiular
to the motion) magneti elds. For a homogeneous eld one an obtain a maximal time integrated
polarization of 60-65% of the maximal synhrotron polarization i.e. an overall polarization of 45-
50%. It is interesting to note that even for a onstant magneti eld the instantaneous polarization
level (but not the diretion) varies with time and the extend of the temporal variability depend on
the ratio of the intrinsi pulse duration to the angular spreading time R/Γ2 aross the jet.
The natural way to produe a time independent homogeneous magneti eld aross the jet is
to transport the magneti eld from the soure (see 4.2). The magneti eld required to produe
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the observed synhrotron emission is rather strong and it implies both a ∼ 1012G magneti elds at
the soure and a transport of the eld ∝ R−1. As only the torodial omponent of the eld an be
transported as R−1 we must be looking at the system at least 1/Γ away from the symmetry axis. The
magnitudes of the eld involved are large but they do not neessarily imply that most of the wind
energy has to be arried as a Poynting ux. Moreover, the onstrain of a homogeneous magneti
eld over the observable region (1/Γ) does not rule out a baryons dominated ow. Thus even if the
observed polarization results from a homogeneous magneti eld, it is not enough to distinguish
between a Poynting ux and non-Poynting ux dominated ows. There is a serious diulty,
within the homogeneous eld model for aounting for partile aeleration both for Poynting ux
and non-Poynting ux domination as the standard Fermi aeleration proesses require a diusion
in a random magneti eld (see 4.3). Even within an alternative aeleration model based on eld
reonnetion rather than on Fermi proess this an be resolved only by separating the aeleration
and emission regions, or by produing a o-existing random and ordered magneti elds.
The maximal time integrated polarization from a random magneti eld depends ritially on
the viewing angle, θobs. It inreases with θobs, reahes a maximum around θobs = 1/Γ + θj and
dereases to zero. However as the polarization inreases when the observer moves outwards, the
observer views a smaller fration of the jet and eff dereases. With reasonable parameters one an
obtain a polarization of 40% of the maximal synhrotron polarization i.e. an overall polarization
of 30% and eff ≈ 0.1. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, a random magneti eld produes almost as
strong polarization as the homogeneous one. This arises beause in the homogeneous ase the enter
ontributes of the higher polarization while the peripheral regions at angle of 1/Γ redue it, while in
the random ase the peripheral regions ontribute to the high polarization while the enter redues
it.
The main hallenge for the random eld senario is the jet opening angle and orientation
(see 5). However, for this partiular burst we nd that the required geometry is likely if we
adopt the energy-angle relation (Frail et al. 2001). The probability to observe the edge of the
jet depends on θjΓ. It will be signiant only if θjΓ ≈ 1 or at least it is not signiantly larger
than unity. This last point may indiate that the situation of observing large polarization from a
jet with random magneti elds is not generi. However, we have shown that GRB 021206 is not
generi. Its uene put it as one of the strongest GRBs observed ever and aording to the onstant
energy reservoir (Frail et al. 2001) interpretation this implies that θj was one of the narrowest.
Conservative estimates that put it at z ≈ 1.25 suggest θj ≈ 1/40rad and inlusion of the eieny
fator yield θj ≈ 1/120rad, values that almost omparable to various estimates of 1/Γ. We have
also found that the jet needs to be reasonably sharp, but not unrealistially so.
Over all we nd that both ases are inompatible with the anonial value of 80% estimated
by CB03. However, the data has been tted with only two models: (i) no polarization that was
rejeted and (ii) a onstant polarization of 80%, whih also does not provide a perfet t to the
data. On the other hand both the homogeneous eld and the random eld senarios suggest that
the polarization degree (and possibly the orientation) vary with time. We onlude that the urrent
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data indiates that the polarization level was high, suggesting synhrotron that has intrinsi high
polarization as the origin of the prompt emission. However, in view of the omparable levels of
polarizations predited by both the random eld and the homogeneous eld senarios the urrent
data is insuient to rule out or onrm either one.
We thank J. Granot, D. Guetta and A. Lazar and for helpful disussions and omments.
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